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### Title:
**People of the Philippines v. Elly Naelga: A Case on the Illegal Sale of Methamphetamine
Hydrochloride**

### Facts:
The  case  revolves  around  Elly  Naelga,  indicted  for  illegal  possession  and  sale  of
methamphetamine hydrochloride (shabu) on July 15, 2003, in Rosales, Pangasinan. Naelga
pleaded not guilty, leading to a trial where his defense was limited to his own testimony,
while the prosecution called upon Police Officers Noe Sembran and Rosauro Valdez, and
Forensic Chemist Emelda Besarra Roderos. The prosecution presented substantial evidence,
including the marked money, the shabu sachet, and various testimony affirming the buy-
bust operation’s occurrence and Naelga’s involvement.

Upon facing trial,  the Regional Trial  Court found Naelga guilty,  sentencing him to life
imprisonment and a P500,000 fine. This decision was later affirmed by the Court of Appeals,
prompting Naelga’s appeal to the Supreme Court under Rule 45.

### Issues:
1. Did the trial court err in crediting the prosecution witnesses’ testimonies, despite alleged
inconsistencies?
2. Was Naelga’s conviction correctly based on the presumption that the police officers
regularly performed their duties?
3. Does non-compliance with the chain of custody requirement under RA 9165 render the
seizure invalid?

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court affirmed the lower courts’ decisions, resolving the issues as follows:
– The Court found no significant inconsistencies in the prosecution’s witnesses’ testimonies
that would discredit their accounts of the buy-bust operation. Minor inconsistencies noted
by the defense were deemed irrelevant to the core of the operation.
– The presumption of regularity in the performance of police duties stands unless concrete
evidence to the contrary is provided. Naelga failed to present any convincing evidence
against the procedural integrity of the buy-bust operation.
– The failure to strictly follow the chain of custody rule does not automatically nullify the
legality  of  the  seized  evidence  as  long  as  its  integrity  and  evidentiary  value  are
preserved—an evaluation deemed satisfied in this instance.
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### Doctrine:
The court highlighted two significant principles:
1. The need for strict compliance with the chain of custody requirement to ensure the
integrity of seized dangerous drugs.
2.  Entrapment  vs.  Instigation:  Entrapment  is  a  legitimate  law  enforcement  operation
designed to catch a lawbreaker, while instigation involves inducing someone to commit a
crime they otherwise would not have committed.

### Class Notes:
–  **Element  of  Illegal  Sale  of  Drugs**:  To  secure  a  conviction,  the  prosecution  must
establish the identities of the buyer and seller, the object and consideration of the sale, and
the delivery and payment for the drug.
– **Entrapment and Instigation**: Understanding the distinction is crucial. Entrapment is
legal and involves catching a person committing a crime. Instigation is illegal, where the
police or informant initiate the idea of committing the crime.
– **Chain of Custody**: Essential to preserve the integrity of drug-related evidence. Any
lapse should not automatically invalidate seizures, provided the integrity and evidentiary
value are intact.
– **Presumption of Regularity**: Law enforcement officers’ actions are presumed regular
under the law, a presumption that can only be overturned by clear and convincing evidence
to the contrary.

### Historical Background:
This case underscores the legal challenges involved in executing buy-bust operations within
the Philippine judicial framework. It highlights the balance between law enforcement’s duty
to curtail illegal drug transactions and the rights of individuals accused of such activities. It
also  reflects  the  judiciary’s  approach  to  scrutinizing  the  conduct  of  police  operations,
stressing the importance of adherence to procedural requirements to uphold the integrity of
the legal process and ensure justice is served equitably.


